
Your purchase of this book will help support the World’s only golf car museum located on the grounds of 
the Legends Golf and Country Club.  

If you have a friend or family member who you feel might also enjoy a copy, please visit our website at  
www.golfcarclassics.com  or contact the author directly at antiquegolf@shaw.ca

“Ron Lyons is a character, and this is meant in the most endearing way.  He is interested in anything 
having to do with antique golf.

This passion has led him to assemble the greatest collection of antique golf cars in the world.  In fact it 
is enough to start a golf car museum at his Legends Golf and Country Club.  The amazing thing about 
his collection is that he has meticulously restored each addition which date back to 1949. This includes 
mechanical restoration so they all run today.

Without Ron’s passion for golf cars a very important part of golf history would have been lost over time.   
Golf cars created the opportunity for millions of golfers to take up the game that would not have done so 
otherwise.

We all owe Ron a debt of gratitude for preserving this important piece of golf history.”

Joe Black, Past President
PGA of America

“I personally consider Ron Lyons to be the foremost authority in the world when it comes to old golf cars 
made before 1970.  He has done an enormous amount of research collecting not only rare documents 
including original literature and ads but also collecting and restoring actual examples of these almost 
forgotten vehicles.  He is the first person I go to when I come across a golf car I have never seen and also 
the last person.  If he doesn’t have the answer it has not been discovered yet!”

Roderick Wilde, Owner
Vintage Golf Cart Parts, Inc.
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